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Beloveds, it is Lady Nada with another of a series of regular missives of
peace brought to you by my emissary Astrea Aurora. I bring this day tidings
of importance for workers of the light and many dispensations to free the
mental body and mind of those cluttered preoccupations of the collective
consciousness .. offered all those who receive this missive.
Breathe deeply and allow the body to sink deep into relaxation. Allow your
being to accept the sweet blue rays of truth which flood your being as
Archangel Michael raises his Sword of Truth and casts its healing rays within
your mind and mental body, healing those obsessive thought patterns and
preoccupations the mind has become fixed in, and casting from your being
those thought patterns of the collective consciousness. Allowing your being
to relax further now and to give yourself to surrender. For surrender is
required. The mind has held for so long onto its obsessive wish to know all,
to control all, and the pattern has become so engrained .. and totally
unconscious .. that total surrender is required today .. wishing to be free of
those obsessive thought patterns which have bound you and humanity for so
long.
Breathing deeply now beloveds, and accepting the blue healing rays in their
varying hues and degrees of brilliance .. of aquamarine and turquoise, of soft
blues, and deep blues, of midnight indigo and of azure blue, and soft baby
tones of blue .. to enter your being, to fill your aura, to enter all of your

chakras, and to overfill into your energy body, filling all bodies and diamond
plates, healing all, bringing sweet peace and quiet to your being .. allowing
surrender. And the heart is filled with the healing blue rays, allowing the
heart to surrender also, and to rest .. and to know that its yearnings for
peace are heard .. and are fulfilled.
And breathing deeper now to allow the heart to open more wide, accepting
the healing rays of blue, allowing to reach all corners of the heart, reaching
all sadnesses and disappointments.
Breathing and accepting the blue rays to flood all of your being, calming
those fears and doubts held in the solar plexus, taking from you the fear,
dissolved in the blue ray of God's truth.
Flooding through all of your being .. into your base chakra, and dissolving
those survival issues you hold .. the aloneness you feel, your separation
from God and from these realms .. all the pain of separation from these
realms is dissolved by the blue ray of god's love. For never are you separate
from these realms .. only the mind's intricate imaginings and mankind's
stories of God give rise to this belief. Dissolving those beliefs now, and
taking away the uncertainty, hesitation, doubt, fear, anxiety, worry. For the
mind has all of these wondrous abilities .. and is very free with its offerings,
sending these wondrous thoughts and feelings, uncertainties, hesitations,
doubts, fears, anxieties and worries into all of your chakras.
And breathing and relaxing deeply, as the blue rays flood your hara, your
centre of power, relieving you of its burdens of inability and confusion …
doubt... hesitation.. and fear. Fear of your own power, fear of its might, fear
of its lack, doubting you have power one moment .. and in fear of your
integrity in using your power in the next moment. And accepting the healing
blue rays which stabilise your power centre, alleviating the fears and doubts,
and providing balance. For indeed your power centres are powerful .. but
wounded by those experiences in other ages, when others have taken your
power and used it, and of other times when you have been punished and
suffered greatly for your power .. and your hara holds ancient fears and
doubts .. and the blue sword of truth cuts to the core those ancient fears and
experiences, releasing .. leaving your hara pulsing with blue light, free of
taint and burden, pulsing sweetly and powerfully with the blue light of truth.
Relaxing deeply as the blue rays pour into your throat, healing in its sweet
balm the ancient fears held within the throat and jaw, the seat of much
tension, holding so much pressure and tension in the throat and jaw and
mouth. So many experiences and memories are held within this chakra and
throat area. Opening your mouth a little now and relaxing your jaw, as the
healing blue rays fill this area .. taking these ancient sadnesses and feelings
of being overwhelmed .. by sadness, by responsibility for the sadness of
mankind .. by all that you have seen and observed and experienced across
the ages .. of those times when you have spoken with love, knowing so much
truth within you, and wishing to share this truth, and receiving punishment
in ancient times, shunned by others for the truth you held within you.

Receiving the blue rays to heal all, taking from you these memories which
prevent the entire opening of the power within your throat and voice. For
you hold immense power within your throat .. and your words and your voice
are powerful creators .. with power to walk across others' hearts and minds
when used in love .. and to walk across the dimensions in song and in the
language of light, and to bring forth from these realms all the healing power
and love of the heavens. Your voices hold sublime beauty and power. Such
power is contained within your voices. And when you open to sing the
language of love from the galaxy from which you originate .. do you realise
the power you are expressing upon the earth plane .. bringing forth the
healing and creative abilities of your galactic self .. bringing these gifts and
abilities as tools of healing and of creation. Relaxing further as your throat
and mouth and jaw are replenished with the healing rays of blue light I
offer, loosening the tension and anxiety completely, allowing the mouth and
jaw to receive the calming peace .. as tension releases and is dissolved.
And the Blue Dove of Peace is placed within your mind and mental body. For
there is not much of peace within the mind at present .. so many large and
small thoughts, anxieties, fears and doubts are contained in the mind. And
the Dove of Peace may flutter its wings and gently ruffle and detach and
release all of these thoughts, uncertainties, fears, worries and anxieties ..
detach and release and brush away all of the mind's concerns, obsessions,
fears, doubts, worries.
And I say to you that so many of the fears held within the mind are those
which in truth are not your worries and fears .. but are those of the
collective consciousness, and some are more particularly of the feminine
consciousness, and some of the masculine. And as Michael raises his blue
sword of truth, he brings it now through the collective consciousness of
mankind .. to unbind you and to free you of those fears and doubts of
mankind. And say that these feverish ideas and worries and fears are
enlarged and played upon by the media and those who have interest in
ensuring the continuation of mankind's obsession with these fears and
worries .. wishing mankind to be bound by fear and uncertainty. And
suggestion is made that you detach yourself from the frenzy of the media to
disempower and to create fear and confusion.
And you are freed now by the sword of truth, as you are cut away from the
collective fears of all of mankind. Breathing and relaxing as this occurs,
freeing you from the stain which surrounds humanity .. of imagined fears
and worries and constant obsessive thoughts. Breathing and accepting this
freedom within your mind, allowing your thoughts to be your own. Allowing
the love which is in your heart to filter to your mind, and to be expressed
through your mind, allowing your thoughts to be those of love and not of
fear. Allowing creative thoughts to be allowed free. Allowing the pulses of
guidance and love which are sent to you by the angels and Masters and
those of the heavenly realms .. to be heard .. to be put into place and used.
Allowing the background noise within the mind to cease. Allowing freedom
to hear these messages of inspiration and guidance .. free of the noisy mind
chatter. For the mind is never still, always has stories to tell, wishing to

control everything, wishing to know everything, wishing to get in the way of
the divine flow .. and to force events to occur .. having no faith in the divine
flow .. and wishing to force by will those events which the mind thinks it has
need to enforce.
And so much of unhappiness and dissatisfaction is caused by the mind and
its urgings to want .. to need .. to do .. to have .. to say .. to be in control.
And how can the flow of divine guidance ever be heard when the mind is so
busy listening to and creating its own universe .. when all the time the
heavenly flow is there .. to bring you all that your heart requires .. but the
mind is so busy and obsessed with its universe .. that it does not see that
which the Flower of Life and the Unified Field bring .. wishing to get in first,
with its obsessive desires and thoughts .. not wishing to wait for the divine
plan, not trusting it, doubting it completely .. and feeling the necessity to do
all alone. Such hubris has humanity .. thinking it alone may control and
bring to fruition its own selfish desires. Such confusion there is .. and
unhappiness .. such dissatisfaction .. one wish fulfilled .. and immediately
the need and desire for something new arises .. ever dissatisfied .. always
wishing, needing, wanting, doing. Never seeing the divine plan, never
hearing the divine guidance, never waiting for the divine flow of life to carry
one, at the exact time .. to take advantage of all that is sent. But cutting off
the divine flow, in obsessive need to get there first.
And analogy is given of the flow of life as a divine river. And with the heart
open, and without the need to control the destination, or the method of
journeying to that destination .. one may sit quietly by this river of life ..
awaiting that moment, with joy and trust in one's heart, when there appears
around a bend in this river of life a graceful boat .. and stepping gracefully
onto the boat, which contains divine provenance and opportunity .. and
sitting joyously in this boat and looking around at the abundance and beauty
and deep experience through which you flow .. being carried to your
destination gracefully, without hardship .. and stepping out onto the
platform of inspired opportunity .. and gathering up all of your skills and
talents and gifts and making use of these to take advantage of the divine
opportunity given, with trust in your heart, and joy at the perfection which is
divine plan.
But humanity, in its haste and its doubt, mistrust, and not wishing to
surrender to the divine plan, in case it is not what the mind wants .. is not
able to sit patiently by the river of life, awaiting the divine flow and the
divine moment .. but accepts the mind's urgings to walk beside the river,
looking for the boat, and stumbling and becoming exhausted in this journey
of looking for the boat, and then, not accepting that there is no boat yet,
placing together those pieces of material he finds here and there, and
painfully pulling these from varying places, miles distant, obsessively
making a type of boat, suffering and confused and not knowing how he will
make the boat, but obsessed with the idea that alone he must build a boat ..
and time and again attempting to successfully construct this boat and ..
finally placing it in the water, but it is not seaworthy and so again it must be
rebuilt .. until finally it is again placed in the water, and fearfully sitting in

this structure which is a little like a boat, perched on top and holding on for
dear life, the boat like structure finds itself in rapids, and traverses the
rapids, going under the water, and coming up, and struggling to remain
afloat, and going under again, and again coming up and struggling for air,
and desperate, praying to God .. where are you God, why have you
abandoned me in my hour of darkness .. coming to a deep waterfall .. and
managing to steer the boat to the side of the river .. and to swim exhausted
to the riverside .. and to reach the safety of the shore .. and to sit quietly,
having reached safety .. but with the mind already wondering what to do
next. And wandering a little down the side of the river .. and seeing a
beautiful boat floating by .. and rushing to meet that boat .. but too tired by
the experiences just past, unable to reach the boat .. and sadly watching it
disappear from life .. lost opportunity, bad timing, missed the boat. The boat
of the flow of life.
And judgement of man and man's amazingly inventive mind there is not. We
see the confusion and the pain caused by the collective experiences of man
over the ages .. we see the desperation of mankind at this moment .. and its
confusion and pain.
Judgement is not held.
Only the wish to assist
humanity to detach from this mass of confusion and pain. And beloved, to
assist in every way possible that you be restored to your original divine
blueprint, that in mastery you may bring those gifts you have for humanity ..
and we say that there are many lightworkers upon the earth, and more are
streaming in from the heavens daily, each with his own mastery and gift ..
and that it is in this way that mankind will receive freeing from the
confusions and pains of the collective. And as each of you is freed from this
collective web of pain and confusion .. allowing your light and your love to
freely flow .. then all will receive the benefit of this love and this light.
So let us begin beloveds, by detaching the mind from the collective.
Breathing deeply, as St Germain anchors his violet chamber of light over
your beings, and frees your mind and mental body of the collective clutter
and obsession. And the violet light burns fiercely through all of man's
illusions and delusions, freeing you from the collective web of darkness.
Surrender to this process beloveds, for it will set you free. And see how
your obsessive need to control all has led to only attachment, to pain, to
sadness, to lack, and to fear. Surrender beloveds to the divine flow of life.
To the divine plan for you. Allow the trust to fill your being, and to know
with certainty that you are so cared for and guided and loved by those
guardians of light who surround you always. Who carry you along the river
of life, divinely guided and supported and loved .. taken along the flow of the
river of life freely, gracefully, easily, to your every destination.
For if the mind will only let go of its obsessive need to control, to know, to
interfere, then it may open to completely trust and to accept the divine
intervention of those who surround you and support you, who guide you and
love you. Allow trust to fill your being, accept our love. Feel this love ..
open to this love .. and surrender to this love. Allow this love to take you to
your destination .. and know that you will not be misguided or led astray.

Fully open to the flow of this love .. and all will be as it should be, and there
will be such fulfillment in this for you .. as struggle will leave your side, and
need not be encountered again. All you need will be provided to you .. in
complete abundance it is your right to live and to love and to experience.
Allow yourself to be detached from the collective fear patterns .. and to
trust.
And pondering now quietly on some of the patterns of your mind which you
may identify .. those which have caused you struggle and hardship, doubt,
fear, anxiety…………...........
And allow Michael’s sword of truth to cut these from your being, all of these
struggles, and doubts, fears, anxieties. Breathing and accepting the cutting
away from your mind of all of these limiting patterns.
As I place within the mind an opalescent pearl of truth that provides
protection from the collective consciousness .. enabling only truth to be
known in your mind, freeing your mind that it may be used as the amazing
storehouse of creativity that it is, that it may be used in troubleshooting and
in interpretation, in bringing to you the divine messages which are impulsed
through you. In creativity. For the brain is an immense organ of creativity..
and there are areas of the brain completely unused .. and with the brain and
the mind now free of the clutter and chatter .. it is free to be creative .. and
to allow those areas of the brain which have been latent and unused in
mankind in centuries .. to flower, to open, to flourish.
And placing the pearl of truth into the base chakra, the seat of the
abundance of God’s love and service to you .. allowing now a clearing of all
that limits your receipt of this abundance and security .. allowing the ancient
blocks to the flow of abundance, to plenty, to fulfillment in physical life .. to
release .. as the angelic ones come to your assistance, wishing to alleviate
your physical distress .. these ones who know of God’s ever present and
never ending love for you .. the angels wish with all of their hearts that you
may know of that which it is possible for you to receive .. but which you
block with your doubts and fears. The angels so many times see how you
block the ever abundant flow of God’s love and abundance .. and the
universal flow which is inherent within the Divine Plan is not seen, not
accepted, not followed. How the mind and its wishes and desires and needs
gets in the way of the Divine Plan within which you are totally supported.
Allow the mind this moment to accept a relaxation of its strong needs and
desires .. to let go of the pain of that which is unrequited, unreceived .. and
allow your being to open to that which is .. to let go of the pain of that which
you do not have .. and to open to trust in your path, in the Divine Plan.
Allow yourself to open to that which is .. and to drop that which is not .. for
it causes such distress and pain, such doubt and mistrust .. and stands in the
way of receiving that which is, that which is yours in the universal flow of
life.

Beloveds, if you will surrender this moment to that which is, you allow the
universal flow of life to flow right into your being .. able to receive all that
which streams towards you. Beloveds, if you will allow this moment the
surrender to the flow of God’s love .. allowing the need to direct this flow to
drop away .. allowing yourself just to receive all that is pulsed to you .. there
will be a great acceleration of your path .. for within this surrender you will
gain trust in this flow. And when you have totally regained your trust that
all that you require in your physical journey is always provided .. then a
great leap forward is allowed to occur. Great leaps and bounds of faith arise
within your being. And the ancient blocks and obstructions to abundance
fall away .. replaced with trust .. with joy .. with gratitude.
Such liberation occurs of the mind and the being when gratitude is the
emotion which you express .. when gratitude is inherent within you ..
alongside that of love. All comes to you in that space of gratitude and love.
There is no obstruction, there can be no obstruction .. when you are filled
with gratitude and love. Surrender into this now beloveds, if you will .. and
open to gratitude and to love.
Beloveds, we surround you with our energies of love and of support. With
Germain and the Lord Michael, I am with you constantly as you continue to
free the mental body and mind. And at 9am and 5pm especially,
dispensations of assistance and rays of truth are pulsed through your being
.. and you may request anything specifically which you are requiring
assistance with at these times .. and know that you are heard, and all is put
into place to heed your request and to assist you.
Beloveds, go in peace. I Am the Lady Nada
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